
Chapter 4

4.49 Drive for show, putt for dough. A popular saying in golf is “You drive for show, 
but you putt for dough.” The point is that hitting the golf ball a long way with a 
driver looks impressive, but putting well is more important for the final score and 
hence the amount of money you win. You can find this season’s Professional Golfer’s 
Association (PGA) Tour statistics at the PGA Tour website: www.pgatour.com/
stats.html (click on See All under any category displayed to see the statis-
tics for all golfers). You can also find these statistics at the eSPN website: espn 
.go.com/golf/statistics/_/year (click on expanded statistics). look at 
the most recent putting, driving, and money earnings data for the current season on 
the PGA Tour. 

(a) Make a scatterplot of earnings and putting average. Use earnings as the response 
variable. Describe the direction, form, and strength of the relationship in the 
plot. Are there any outliers?

(b) Make a scatterplot of earnings and driving distance. Use earnings as the response 
variable. Describe the direction, form, and strength of the relationship in the 
plot. Are there any outliers?

(c) Do your plots support the maxim “You drive for show but you putt for dough”? 

4.50 Olympic medals. Go to the Chance News website at www.causeweb.org/
wiki/chance/index.php/Chance_News_61#Predicting_medal_
counts and read the article, “Predicting Medal Counts.” Next, search the web and 
locate the Winter Olympics medal counts for 2010 and 2014 (We found Winter 
Olympics medal counts on Wikipedia). Make a scatterplot that is similar to the one 
in the Chance News article but that uses the 2010 medal counts to predict the 2014 
medal counts. How does your plot compare with the plot in the Chance News article?
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